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A B S T R A C T

Manual labor is still strongly present in many industrial contexts (such as aerospace industry). Such operations commonly involve onerous tasks requiring to work in
non-ergonomic conditions and to manipulate heavy parts. As a result, work-related musculoskeletal disorders are a major problem to tackle in workplace. In
particular, back is one of the most affected regions. To solve such issue, many efforts have been made in the design and control of exoskeleton devices, relieving the
human from the task load. Besides upper limbs and lower limbs exoskeletons, back-support exoskeletons have been also investigated, proposing both passive and
active solutions. While passive solutions cannot empower the human’s capabilities, common active devices are rigid, without the possibility to track the human’s
spine kinematics while executing the task. The here proposed paper describes a methodology to design an active back-support exoskeleton with backbone-based
kinematics. On the basis of the (easily implementable) scissor hinge mechanism, a one-degree of freedom device has been designed. In particular, the resulting de
vice allows tracking the motion of a reference vertebra, i.e., the vertebrae in the correspondence of the connection between the scissor hinge mechanism and the back
of the operator. Therefore, the proposed device is capable to adapt to the human posture, guaranteeing the support while relieving the person from the task load. In
addition, the proposed mechanism can be easily optimized and realized for different subjects, involving a subject-based design procedure, making possible to adapt
its kinematics to track the spine motion of the specific user. A prototype of the proposed device has been 3D-printed to show the achieved kinematics. Preliminary
tests for discomfort evaluation show the potential of the proposed methodology, foreseeing extensive subjects-based optimization, realization and testing of the
device.

1. Introduction
Manual operations are still highly present in the industrial context
(Roveda et al., 2017). Human operators have often to execute onerous
tasks (e.g., in non-ergonomic conditions, lifting heavy loads, etc.). As a
results, work-related musculoskeletal disorders are a huge issue to be
addressed in industrial contexts (Wang et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2019a; Bao
et al., 2020). In particular, back-pain is the most recorded work-related
pathology (Ibrahim et al., 2019), having only in the United States an
associated cost of 100 billions $ per year (Katz, 2006).
Based on the Industry 4.0 paradigm (Lu, 2017), human-robot
collaboration is widely investigated to relieve the human operator
from non-ergonomic, onerous and repetitive applications (Hentout
et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019b). In this field, two main solutions can be
identified from the state of the art: (i) collaborative robots (Bragança
et al., 2019) and (ii) wearable robots (Yang et al., 2017). While
collaborative robots can be exploited for repetitive applications

(Vicentini et al., 2020), wearable robots represent a highly-flexible so
lution to be exploited for added-value operations (De Looze et al., 2016;
Bogue, 2018). Many solutions have been developed to empower and
assist the human operator, spanning from upper limbs exoskeletons
(Spada et al., 2017; Blanco et al., 2019; Pacifico et al., 2020) to lower
limbs exoskeletons (Guncan and Unal, 2018; Luger et al., 2019; Wije
gunawardana et al., 2019). In order to solve the issue related to
back-pain disorders, back-support exoskeletons represent the optimal
solution in order to correctly redistribute the spinal load, improving the
ergonomics while relieving the human operator from the load. In the
next Section, state of the art related to such type of exoskeletons is
analyzed.
1.1. Back-support exoskeletons solutions
The need to solve work-related back-pain disorders is highly
demanded in the industrial context. Many attentions have been targeted
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to such topic, e.g., analyzing the trunk muscle fatigue during dynamic
lifting and lowering (Shin and Kim, 2007), investigating the possibility
to correct the task execution exploiting real-time bio-feedback signals
(Boocock et al., 2019), proposing a passive lower limbs exoskeleton to
assist the human during squat lifting (Wehner et al., 2009), studying the
elongation of the surface of the spine during lifting and lowering for
exoskeleton design purposes (Huysamen et al., 2018a). Back-support
exoskeletons are under investigation in order to support and relieve
the human operator from heavy loads and non ergonomic postures. Ad
hoc solutions have been addressed, optimizing the design parameters on
the basis of the specific task (Manns et al., 2017). Passive and active
solutions can be identified from the state of the art analysis. Considering
passive solutions, the following works can be found. In (Näf et al., 2018)
a passive back-support exoskeleton has been developed. The proposed
solution is based on a mechanism composed by flexible beams running
in parallel to the spine, allowing to achieve a large range of motion while
lowering torque requirements around the lumbo-sacral joint. In (Li et al.,
2019) a trunk exoskeleton has been designed on the basis of multibody
dynamic modeling. In (Baltrusch et al., 2020) the SPEXOR passive spinal
exoskeleton is described. Works investigating the passive exoskeletons
performance have been proposed, analyzing the achieved results in
terms of user performance (Bosch et al., 2016; Baltrusch et al., 2018;
Hensel and Keil, 2019; Koopman et al., 2019; Madinei et al., 2020).
Solutions available on the market can also be found (Suitx and
https://www.suitx., 2020; Exobionics and https://eksob, 2020;
Lockheed martin and https://, 2020; Comau mate and https://www.c,
2020; Aldak and https://exoskeleto, 2020; Backx and https://ex
oskeleto, 2020; Flx-ergoskeleton and https:/, 2020; h-wex and
https://exoskeleto, 2020; Laevo v2 and https://exoskel, 2020; V22
ergoskeleton and https:/, 2020; Hyundai vex and https://www., 2020).
On the other hand, considering active solutions, the following works can
be found. In (Naruse et al., 2003) a back-support device for lower back
flexion and extension has been proposed for heavy load carrying ap
plications. In (Toxiri et al., 2017a) low-back exoskeleton has been pro
posed to support manual material handling in industrial contexts. In (Ko
et al., 2018) a waist exoskeleton has been proposed, implementing a
wire-driven single actuator mechanism. In (Zhang and Huang, 2018) an
exoskeleton to provide back-support and to reduce lumbar spine
compression is proposed exploiting serial elastic actuators (SEA). In
(Lanotte et al., 2018) a pelvis orthosis has been proposed to assist
workers during lifting operations. Works investigating the active exo
skeletons performance have been proposed, analyzing the achieved re
sults in terms of user performance (Toxiri et al., 2017b; Huysamen et al.,
2018b). Solutions available on the market can be found in this case too
(Awn and https://exoskeletonr, 2020; Hal lumbar support and https,
2020; Muscle suit and https://exos, 2020; Atlas and https://exoskeleto,
2020).
In general, while passive solutions are commonly characterized by
lower costs and easier implementation, active exoskeletons are generally
preferred due to the possibility to actively assist the human during the
task execution. However, the available solutions from the state of the art
and from the market are commonly characterized by rigid structures,
limiting the range of motion of the human and being tailored for very
specific applications. The only available active solution with non-rigid
structure is proposed in Yang et al. (2019), where a spine-inspired
continuum soft exoskeleton has been proposed for stoop lifting assis
tance. The proposed device, however, is characterized by a complex
kinematics, which is difficult to be replicated/adapted to different users.
Therefore, there is still the need to design a kinematically advanced
solution with a structure adaptable to both the operator anatomical
features, and to the task to be accomplished.

exoskeleton with backbone-based kinematics, aiming at assisting the
human operator in onerous tasks. Exploiting an opportunely designed
scissor hinge mechanism, a one-degree of freedom (DoF) device has been
studied (Fig. 1). The spatial displacement of a reference vertebra (i.e.the
one in the correspondence of the connection between the scissor hinge
mechanism and the back of the operator) is considered for the design of
the mechanism, thus ensuring that the device follows its motion during
the task execution. Therefore, the proposed device adapts to the human
anatomical characteristics, assisting the human operator in the complete
set of postures assumed during the operations. Due to its simple
implementation and scalability, the scissor hinge mechanism allows to
easily re-design the device to adapt to different users exploiting a
parametric design. The kinematics of the device has been derived on the
basis of the acquired subject-specific backbone kinematics, recorded
using a stereophotogrammetric motion capture system (Vicon camera
system and http, 2020). Such data has been post-processed in order to
extract the motion of the reference vertebra, making possible to design
the scissor hinge mechanism. A prototype of the proposed back-support
exoskeleton has been 3D-printed to show its simple implementation. The
validation of its kinematics capabilities and discomfort have been per
formed with preliminary tests. Such tests are not exhaustive and do not
claim to validate the complete performance of the designed prototype.
The main aim of such tests have been the validation of the proposed
design methodology, to understand its suitability and its potential.
Having achieved a satisfactory design, future work will extensively
address subjects-based optimization, realization and testing of the de
vice to evaluate its full performance.
1.3. Paper layout
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 proposes the userspecific backbone kinematics analysis, describing the adopted setup
for its motion acquisition and its elaboration to extract the reference
vertebra motion for the device design purposes; Section 3 proposes the
design of the back-support exoskeleton with a focus on the scissor hinge
mechanism for the backbone-based kinematics; Section 4 details the
conclusions and future works.
2. User-specific reference vertebra motion analysis
In this Section, the backbone kinematics is analyzed in order to
derive the user-specific back-support exoskeleton kinematics design. In
the following, the backbone structure is introduced, the methodology for
the vertebrae motion acquisition is detailed, and the reference vertebrae
motion elaboration is described.
2.1. Backbone structure

1.2. Paper contribution

2.1.1. The backbone
The backbone (Fig. 2) is part of the axial skeleton and goes from the
base of the skull to the pelvis. In humans, it is made of articulating
vertebrae, whose function is to give strength and flexibility to the spinal
column. Vertebrae support the head and the trunk against gravity, but
also allow for the flexion, the extension and the torsion of both the neck
and the upper body. Another important function of the backbone is to
protect the spinal cord which travels within the spinal canal, i.e., a series
of central holes within each vertebra. In adults, the backbone is gener
ally composed on average by 33 vertebrae: the upper 24 are articulating
and separated by intervertebral disks, whereas the remaining 9 are fused
in the sacrum and in the coccyx. The vertebrae are named according to
the region of the backbone to which they belong to; normally, there are 7
cervical (C1–C7), 12 thoracic (T1-T12), 5 lumbar (L1-L5), 5 sacral
(S1–S5) and 3 to 5 coccygeal vertebrae.

Starting from the work in Mauri et al. (2019), the here presented
paper proposes a methodology for the design of an active back-support

2.1.2. Vertebrae
All the vertebrae share the same anatomical features, though they
2
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Fig. 1. Active adaptive back-support exoskeleton with backbone-based kinematics.

i.e., the hard and dense type of bone tissue. This part of the vertebra has
the aim of supporting the head and the trunk weight. The vertebral arch,
instead, is posterior. It is formed by a pair of pedicles and a pair of
laminae, and supports seven processes, four articular, two transverse,
and one spinous. The articular processes are characterized by the pres
ence of facets joints covered with cartilage, and serve the purpose of
fitting with the adjacent vertebrae. The transverse processes project
from either side and constitute the attachment of muscles and ligaments,
in particular the intertransverse ligaments. The spinous process points
dorsally and caudally and, as for the transverse processes, serves for
ligament and muscles’ attachment. The spinous processes are the bones
that generally can be felt through the skin. The vertebral arch and the
vertebral body enclose the foramen, i.e., the cavity that contains the
spinal cord. The spinal cord ends in the lumbar region; therefore, the
fused vertebrae do not contain the vertebral foramen. The spinal nerves
leave the spinal cord through small holes called intervertebral foramina
that lie in-between two adjacent vertebrae.
2.1.3. Intervertebral discs
Intervertebral discs lie between adjacent vertebrae in the vertebral
column, with the exception of C1 and C2 vertebrae whose anatomy is
different to permit neck rotation. Intervertebral discs are fixed on the
rough inferior and superior end-plates of the vertebral bodies; they are
made of an outer fibrous ring made of collagen, the annulus fibrosus,
which surrounds the nucleus pulposus, a sort of gel containing sus
pended loose fibers.
The structure of each disk allows the spinal column to withstand the
compressive forces occurring during walking or jumping that otherwise
would result in the fracture of the vertebrae, or into excessive vibrations
transmitted to the brain. Each disc also forms a fibrocartilaginous joint
(called symphysis) that allows for the relative rotation between adjacent
vertebrae, and for limited movements in the coronal and in the sagittal
planes.

Fig. 2. Spine structure for the kinematics analysis.

may have some differences. A typical vertebra is constituted by the
vertebral body and the vertebral arch. The body is anterior and
composed of cancellous bone covered by a thin coating of cortical bone,
3
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(Fig. 4). Markers’ positioning has been done by an expert operator, who
also checked that during the forward flexion, markers kept their position
relative to the vertebra; this was made to ensure data accuracy, and to
avoid recording unwanted movements due to the viscoelastic nature of
the skin. After markers placement, the subject was asked to lift an object
whose weight was negligible using two different strategies: through a
squat, i.e., the correct movement, and through a stoop, i.e., a movement
that implies the forward bending, and that is usually discouraged as it
causes higher spinal loads (Bazrgari et al., 2007). Each lifting strategy
has been applied three times, for a total of six trials.

2.2. Backbone kinematic model
The following assumptions have been made in order to define the
kinematic model of the backbone:
• considering the backbone structure in Fig. 2, the design of the backsupport exoskeleton does not consider the cervical vertebrae. In fact,
the cervical vertebrae do not affect the kinematics and dynamics of
the model, as the exoskeleton is not expected to extend past C7;
• the backbone allows to move in the coronal and in the sagittal planes;
additionally, it can also rotate around its central axis. This model
considers only the movement in the sagittal plane. In fact, the spinal
range of motion that we expect to measure occurs mainly in this
plane. Anyway, the design of the exoskeleton will allow small
movements in the other two directions, as elastic elements will be
placed between the device and the human operator. These elements
should also contribute in reducing the stiffness of the whole
exoskeleton, and thus the feeling of being limited or constricted. It is
important to point out that the proposed design was aimed to keep
the mechanical structure of the exoskeleton as simple as possible,
specifically addressing lifting and transportation tasks (i.e., tasks in
which back flexion-extension motion is expected to be significantly
more marked than lateral flexion, or axial rotation);
• the design of the exoskeleton does not consider the potential elon
gation of the backbone due to the lifting of a heavy object; in be
tween a limited range of (acceptable) weights, this assumption
represents a good approximation (Huysamen et al., 2018a).

2.3. Data elaboration
Data have been analyzed in Matlab 2019b using ad-hoc scripts.
2.3.1. Data visualization
The recorded 3D positions for all the 19 markers, plotted in the
sagittal plane are shown in Fig. 5. Each ∗ represents the position of a
specific vertebra in the sagittal plane during the protocol execution
(squat phase). The black lines connecting the ∗ represent the backbone
configuration throughout the movement.
2.3.2. Data processing
In order to make use of the data shown in Fig. 5, three main data
processing steps are needed:
Step 1 reference frame definition. The origin of the reference frame
used for all the vertebrae motion data is positioned in the cor
respondence of the last lumbar vertebra L5;
Step 2 down-sampling of the recorded data. In order to improve us
ability of the data, a down-sampling from 100 Hz to 20 Hz has
been performed;
Step 3 filtering of the acquired data. In order to avoid noise in the
recorded vertebrae positions, data filtering has been performed.
The filtering frequency has been imposed equal to 5 Hz.

The experiment described in the next sub-paragraphs aims at eval
uating the displacement of the vertebrae and the distances between
spinous processes during the performance of two lifting tasks. This in
formation is needed to design an exoskeleton able to adapt the
anatomical characteristics of each operator.
2.2.1. Equipment
A stereophotogrammetric system (Vicon camera system and http,
2020) has been used to capture vertebrae motion (Fig. 3). Such motion
capture system was composed by 8 infra-red cameras (Vicon Vero 2.2)
able to capture in real-time the position of reflective markers in the 3D
space. VICON Nexus software (version 2.7.1) was used to calibrate the
working area, and to collect the motion data. Data were acquired using a
sampling frequency of 100 Hz.
All the experiments have been carried out in the Lecco premises of
CNR-STIIMA (Lecco, LC, Italy).

The obtained post-processed data related to the motion of the

2.2.2. Protocol
The protocol used in this study recalls what reported in Huysamen
et al. (2018a). Nineteen markers have been placed on the back of the
subject in correspondence of vertebrae spinous processes, from C7 to S1

Fig. 4. Marker placement on the back of the subject for backbone mo
tion capture.

Fig. 3. Test environment.
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Fig. 5. Recorded vertebrae positions in the sagittal plane during the protocol execution (squat phase).

vertebrae are shown in Fig. 6.

vertebrae motion. It could be highlighted that the center of the resulting
circumferences is approximately overlapped (except for the last 5
vertebrae). Such circular path can be obtained for all the six acquisitions
done in Section 2.2.2, averaging them to compute the final approxi
mation. Such approximation has been used in order to design the backsupport exoskeleton kinematics.

2.3.3. Approximated vertebrae motion path
On the basis of the acquired and processed data, it was possible to
derive the approximated motion path followed by each vertebra during
the proposed protocol execution. More in details, as shown in Fig. 7, it
has been possible to define an approximated circular path for the

Fig. 6. Post-processed vertebrae motion data.
5
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Fig. 7. Circular motion path approximation for the vertebrae. Purple circles highlight the circular approximated paths for each vertebrae, while the ∗ highlight the
sampled vertebrae positions. The green markers (highlighted by the red arrow) define the center of the approximated circular paths for each vertebra. (For inter
pretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Remark 1. The adopted experimental setup is indeed a high-cost
setup. The proposed MoCap system can be substituted with another
more affordable system, such as an imu-based system.

between the proposed mechanism and the back of the operator. In
fact, the tracking of the motion of a reference vertebra has been the
simplest way to implement a simple device following the human’s
backbone motion, being as transparent as possible (i.e., limiting as
much as possible the constraining of the human’s motion). As shown
in Section 2.3.3, the derived modeling of the vertebrae motion is
relatively simple, being easily implementable and trackable by the
proposed back-support exoskeleton. Ideally, subjective perception of
comfort should be also included into the optimization phase. How
ever, such consideration would require the user to try and evaluate
different configurations or different designs of the device. This would
result in a huge effort in design, realization and experimental cam
paigns. Thus, our aim was not to optimize an already existing device,
but to focus on an a-priori optimization to reach a satisfactory usertailored design, saving time and costs;
• limited size and weight: in order to improve the ergonomics of the
task, the device had to be designed in order to be as lightweight as
possible and as small as possible;
• simple and scalable mechanical design: in order to adapt the pro
posed design to different users, the considered device has been
designed to be easily parametrized on the basis of the user-specific
backbone kinematics (as detailed in Section 2);
• as described in Section 2, the elongation of the backbone increases of
a value equal to Δl (Fig. 8) during flexion. Such elongation is a
function of the assumed posture. The designed device had to track
such elongation, without constraining the human motion. The load
had to be transferred from the spine to the legs, improving the task
ergonomics and relieving the human from the task load. The verte
brae separation effect highlighted in Fig. 8 had to be included in the
design of the device. Commonly, such effect is neglected in the
available devices.

Remark 2. The presented study has indeed some limitations. The first
one is related to the limited number of subjects that tested the device.
The second is linked to the experimental methodology that foresaw a
limited numbers of trials, and the testing of only a couple of lifting
strategies. In the next developments, such limitations will be addressed.
3. Back-support exoskeleton design
In this Section, the design of the back-support exoskeleton is
described. Starting from the backbone kinematics derived in Section 2
and by defining the design requirements, the mechanism tracking the
motion of the user backbone has been identified. Afterwards, the kine
matics of the proposed device was derived. Finally, the optimization of
the proposed device has been performed, making possible to 3D-print a
prototype of the proposed back-support exoskeleton.
3.1. Design requirements
In order to design the active back-support exoskeleton, the following
requirements have been addressed:
• 1 DoF actuated mechanism design: in order to reduce the design
complexity and the costs related to the implementation of the pro
posed solution, a 1-actuated DoF has been considered for the target
device. In such a way, only one actuator is required to operate the
device, reducing implementation complexity, costs and the di
mensions (weight and size) of the device;
• simple user-tailored design and optimization: considering the pro
posed 1-actuated DoF device, it was not possible to track the com
plete complex motion of the whole backbone. Instead, a reference
vertebra was considered in the correspondence of the connection
6
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Fig. 8. Backbone elongation during the flexion motion. In red, the backbone elongation is highlighted. In blue, the back-support exoskeleton elongation is high
lighted, having on the left side (a) the standard rigid solution, and on the right side (b) the proposed device functionalities. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

3.2. Scissor hinge mechanism
Following the criteria described in the above Section, especially the
fact of limiting the complexity of the device by implementing a single
actuated DoF device, the main purpose of this Section is the definition of
the kinematics of the mechanism. Instead of tracking the whole complex
motion of the user backbone, the kinematics of the device has to be able
to track the motion of a reference vertebra (i.e., the one in the corre
spondence of the connection between the proposed mechanism and the
back-support), making possible to adapt the back-support configuration
to the human posture.
On the basis of the analysis performed in Section 2 on the vertebrae
motion, the mechanism we identified to track the motion of the refer
ence vertebra is the scissor hinge mechanism (Chen et al., 2017). Such
mechanism is formed by n scissor units. Each scissor unit consists of two
straight bars, connected to the next one at the intermediate points by a
revolute joint (scissor hinge). By altering the location of the scissor
hinge, three distinct basic motions are obtained: translational, polar and
angular motions (Maden et al., 2011). The main advantage of such a
mechanism is related to the high range of motion achieved by a
reduced-size mechanism.
The scissor hinge mechanism, opportunely configured, allows
tracking a circular path. As detailed in Section 2.3.3, the vertebrae
motion path could be approximated with a circular path. Therefore, the
proposed mechanism has been designed in order to follow such a cir
cular path, having its center in correspondence of the origin of circle
generated by the reference vertebra motion.

Fig. 9. Scissor hinge mechanism configuration to achieve the circular path
related to the reference vertebra.

{
3.3. Kinematics of the proposed mechanism
{

In order to achieve a circular motion of the end-point of the
considered scissor hinge mechanism (i.e., the point corresponding to the
reference vertebrae), the mechanism configuration in Fig. 9 has been
considered. Therefore, the equations describing the kinematics of the
mechanism could be derived considering the symbols and the reference
frame in Fig. 9, having the horizontal axis x coincident to the sagittal
axis.
The equations describing the kinematics of the points of interest P1 ,
P2 and P3 (i.e., the revolute joints in P1 and P2 and the final point P3 of
the mechanism) could therefore be derived:
{
z1 = D sin(α),
(1)
x1 = D cos(α);

z2 = D sin(α) + z1 ,
x2 = D cos(α) − D + x1 ;

(2)

z3 = L sin(α + ϑ’) + z2 ,
x3 = L cos(α + ϑ’) − D + x2 .

(3)

Remark 3. It has to be underlined that, having less or more scissor
units, the kinematics of the mechanism can be re-computed reducing or
increasing the number of considered revolute joints.
3.4. Optimization of the scissor hinge mechanism
In order to make the proposed scissor hinge mechanism able to track
the approximated circular path of the reference vertebra for the specific
considered user (i.e., tracking the backbone motion of the reference user
to achieve a tailored design for the proposed device), its design has been
7
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vertebra T2 motion for each specific user.

set up as an iterative non-linear optimization problem. The vertebra T2
has been considered as the reference one, since it is considered that the
connection point between the mechanism and the back-support will be
in its correspondence. Excluding the vertebra T1 (that is adjacent to the
cervical region, and might cause interference between the device and
the human’s neck while bending), such vertebra is the one maximizing
the support action of the device. The number of scissor units defining the
mechanism and their size (i.e., D parameter in Fig. 9), together with the L
parameter (defining the length of the connection element between the
scissor mechanism and the connection point in the correspondence of
the reference vertebra T2) have been considered in the optimization
problem. The following parameters ranges have been taken into ac
count: scissor units = [2, 5]; D = [37.5, 50] mm (step of 2.5 mm); L =
[350, 400] mm (step of 5 mm). The optimization problem has been
implemented in Matlab, exploiting the scissor hinge kinematics formu
lation described in Section 3.3 and the lsqnonlin Matlab algorithm
(Marquardt, 1963). Fig. 10 shows an iteration of the optimization pro
cedure, highlighting the obtained mechanism path w.r.t. the approxi
mated circular path of the reference vertebra T2. Once the optimization
has been completed, the final configuration of the scissor hinge mech
anism in Fig. 11 has been obtained. The optimized parameters for the
specific user tracked in our experiment were: scissor units = 3; D = 45
mm; L = 380 mm. The resulting mechanism is able to track the circular
path related to the reference vertebra T2.

3.5. Static load analysis
In order to perform the static load analysis of the proposed mecha
nism, the actuation schema in Fig. 12 has been considered. The device
has been considered actuated by a motor allowing for the positioning of
the scissor hinge mechanism. The selected motor positioning allows
minimizing the encumbrance of the parts and, therefore, the size of the
device. Exploiting the virtual work principle (Antman and Osborn, 1979)
it is possible to compute the static load acting on the mechanism:
∑
∑
Fi δsi +
Cj δαj + Cα δα = 0;
(4)
i

j

where Fi and δsi represent the external ith applied force and its virtual
displacement respectively, Cj and δαj represent the external ith applied
torque and its virtual rotation respectively, and Cα and δα represent the
motor torque and its virtual rotation respectively. Substituting (3) into
(4) (to obtain δsi as a function of α):
∑
∑
− Fi δ(Lsin(α + ϑ’) + Dsin(α) + Dsin(α)) −
Cj δαj + Cα δα = 0.
(5)
i

j

By deriving (5) w.r.t. δα:
∑
∑
Fi (Lcos(α + ϑ’) + 2Dcos(α)) +
Cj .
Cα =

Remark 4. The design of the scissor hinge mechanism has to be per
formed for each specific user separately, computing the optimized
mechanism elements sizes to be implemented on the tailored exoskel
eton. The tailored user-based mechanism optimization exploits userspecific vertebrae motion data acquired as described in Section 2.2.2.
Such user-specific data are used as reference, i.e., the designed device
must be able to follow the reference vertebrae motion of the specific
user. Due to the simple and easily-implementable design of the mecha
nism, the scissor hinge elements can be designed (choosing the number
of scissor units, and proper values of D and L) to track the reference

i

(6)

j

The target scenario to perform the static load analysis was the same
as described in the previous work (Mauri et al., 2019), in which a heavy
part (e.g., a car bumper) had to be manipulated. The maximum
considered load was of 10 kg (considering both the human’s arm weight
and the part’s weight). The considered reference human’s arm config
uration for the lifting and transportation of the part is shown in Fig. 13.
The human was considered to transport the part in the reference (i.e.,
nominal) configuration, in which the arm is vertical and the forearm is

Fig. 10. Optimization iteration of the scissor hinge mechanism. The obtained mechanism motion path is compared with the one of the reference vertebra T2. The red
arrow indicates the constraint between the designed mechanism and the lumbar fixing. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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Fig. 11. Optimized scissor hinge mechanism. The final designed mechanism is able to track the approximated circular path of the reference vertebra T2.

equal to 100 N (i.e., 10 kg multiplied by the gravity acceleration) and the
resulting torque is 60 Nm (i.e., 100 N multiplied by the distance dload ).
The resulting required motor torque Cα is shown in Fig. 14 (right side) as
a function of α.
3.6. Commercial parts for actuation implementation
In order to actuate the proposed device, the following commercial
gear-motors have been considered as possible solutions (exploiting the
static load analysis performed in Section 3.5): option #1 EC60 Maxon
motor equipped by the planetary gear GP81; option #2 gear-motor
Harmonic Drive SHA-SG 20A. Both the selected gear-motors are DC
motors, thus it is possible to power them using a battery installed
directly on the exoskeleton. The size and weight of the battery can be
selected on the basis of the foreseen target operative time and on the
basis of the maximum desired weight/size for the designed device.

Fig. 12. Actuation schema.

3.7. Prototype

perpendicular to the arm. The distance dload in Fig. 13 is the one between
the center of mass of the manipulated part and the reference vertebra
connection point.
Considering the scenario proposed in Fig. 13, the resulting load
schema is shown in Fig. 14 (left side), where the applied vertical force is

On the basis of the described design, the final CAD model of the
proposed back-support exoskeleton is shown in Fig. 15. The scissor
hinge mechanism (blue) adopted to track the motion of the reference
vertebra T2 is mounted on a lumbar support (gray). The motor (red) to
actuate the mechanism is highlighted. The terminal part of the scissor
hinge mechanism is connected to the back-support (green).
The proposed designed device has been 3D-printed. The printed
prototype did not include the actuation system. The printed device has
been realized in order to show its simple implementation and
manufacturing. In addition, exploiting the realized prototype, it was
possible to briefly evaluate its achieved functionalities. Fig. 16 shows the
adaptability of the device to the user posture. Fig. 17 shows the simu
lation of a lifting task adopting the proposed device.
Preliminary evaluation of the proposed design on the basis of the
approach proposed in (Van der Grinten and Smitt, 1992) has been per
formed. The main aim of the evaluation was to analyze the perceived
discomfort while wearing the device and executing a lifting task (as in

Fig. 13. Reference human’s arm configuration for the considered lifting and
transportation task.
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Fig. 14. Load scenario (left side). Required motor torque Cα (right side).

executed three times. After each execution, the questionnaire in (Van
der Grinten and Smitt, 1992) has been filled, judging the discomfort in
the following body areas: neck, upper back (left side), upper back (right
side), lower back (left side), lower back (right side), buttock (left side),
buttock (right side). A scale between 0 (no discomfort at all) and 10
(extreme discomfort) has been considered to judge the perceived
discomfort. The obtained results are detailed in Table 1, highlighting
that the proposed design is suitable. Future work will extensively
investigate the full performance of the device considering a
subjects-based optimization, realization and testing of the prototype.
Remark 5. The proposed device (based on the easily scissor hinge
mechanism) allows being adapted to different users on the basis of the
proposed tailored design (i.e., changing the size of the mechanism’s el
ements to track the reference motion of the specific user’s backbone Section 2.2). In addition, its simple mechanical design allows to reduce
the costs, the size and the dimensions of the device, making its engi
neering process easy.
Remark 6. The here proposed evaluation of the device is described in
order to validate the performance of the proposed design methodology
in a preliminary way. In fact, in the case that the prototype would have
resulted in an unsatisfactory design, all the design methodology should
have been reviewed. The here described evaluation wants to lay the
basis for the next validation phase, in which the device will be opti
mized, fully realized (i.e., including all the components and actuation
system), and tested for a larger number of users (at least 10 subjects with
different age, sex and anthropometric characteristics).
4. Conclusions and current and future work
The proposed work described the design methodology for an active
back-support exoskeleton with backbone-based kinematics. Exploiting a
scissor hinge mechanism, the proposed device allows to track the motion
of a reference vertebra, in order to adapt its configuration to the human
posture while executing a task. Due to the simple implementation and to
the tailored design, the proposed mechanism can be easily re-optimized
to be adapted to the anthropometric measures of each specific human
operator. A prototype has been 3D-printed. A preliminary analysis of the
capabilities of the device has been performed, highlighting its suitable
design.
The main limitation of the here presented work is related to the fact
that only one subject has been considered for validating the modeling of
the backbone kinematics. However, since the mechanism design is
customized for the specific user, the study can be easily extended to
more subjects.
Current and future works are devoted to implement the actuated

Fig. 15. Final CAD of the designed prototype of the back-support exoskeleton
with backbone-based kinematics enhanced by the scissor hinge mechanism.

Fig. 17), to verify the validity of the proposed design methodology. The
goal was, therefore, to verify that no limitations to the human motion
were caused by the device, i.e., not requiring the implementation of the
actuation system. The evaluation protocol consisted in 10 lifting tasks,
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Fig. 16. Adaptability of the proposed device to the user posture.

Fig. 17. Simulated lifting task adopting the proposed device.

Moreover, extensive tests of the proposed device are foreseen as stated in
Section 3.7. In addition to the protocol described in (Van der Grinten
and Smitt, 1992), such tests can be based also on the protocols described
in Godwin et al. (2009); Sylla et al. (2014); Whitfield et al. (2014); Toxiri
et al. (2017b); Huysamen et al. (2018b) to have a wider analysis of the
performance.

Table 1
Discomfort evaluation on the basis of (Van der Grinten and Smitt, 1992).
Neck
upper back (left side)
upper back (right side)
lower back (left side)
lower back (right side)
buttock (left side)
buttock (right side)

task #1

task #2

task #3

0
2
2
0
0
2
2

0
2
2
0
0
2
2

0
2
2
0
0
2
2
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version of the exoskeleton, and to study a possible extension of the
available DoFs of the device (e.g., implementing a three rotational DoFs
device (Marras et al., 1992; Beil and Asfour, 2016)). In fact, while the
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rotational DoFs, properly adjusting the device design. Control strategies
are currently under investigation to provide assistance as it is required.
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